
Dynamic, mechanistic, molecular-level modelling
of cyanobacteria: Anabaena and nitrogen interaction

tion, and the chlorophyll a concentration decreases

substantially (by 33%). When N is reduced along with

P, the model predicts an additional 8% reduction

(compared to P only).

Introduction

Models are essential tools in microbial ecology, and their

importance is growing with the volume of data and our

mechanistic understanding and appreciation of the com-

plexity of microbial systems. Dynamic phytoplankton

(eutrophication, water quality, biogeochemical) models

were originally developed in the 1970s (Chapra, 1997),

and they typically simulate phytoplankton as ‘concentra-

tion’ state variables using differential equations. Growth is

considered a ‘reaction’ between phytoplankton and nutrient

molecules using simple Monod-type kinetics. At the time of

their development, the models were compatible with the

available observations (i.e. bulk measurements, such as

chlorophyll a) and our mechanistic understanding of phyto-

plankton. However, observational technologies have

advanced rapidly and provide data at the molecular level,

including gene (Oh et al., 2011), transcript (Vila-Costa

et al., 2013), protein (Hanson et al., 2014) and metabolite

(Ankrah et al., 2014) levels, as well as metabolic activity for

single cells (Musat et al., 2008) and entire communities

(Steffen et al., 2014b). Also, our mechanistic understand-

ing of microbes has increased tremendously since the

models were originally developed. As a community, we

have sequenced the genomes of many microbes and

mapped their complete intracellular metabolic network

(Nogales et al., 2012). Many mechanisms, such as pheno-

typic differentiation (e.g. N-fixing heterocysts) are

understood at the molecular level (Flores and Herrero,

2010; Kumar et al., 2010; Muro-Pastor and Hess, 2012).

Development of models has been slower, leading to an

increasing disconnect between observations and models

(Fuhrman et al., 2013; Kreft et al., 2013; Hellweger, 2015),

which now limits the utility of models to support research

and management of lakes, especially nutrient-impacted,

cyanobacteria-dominated lakes like Lake Erie (US-

Canada) and Taihu (China) (Paerl et al., 2011; Steffen

et al., 2014a). The optimal level of detail and complexity in

a model depends on many factors, including the purpose
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Summary

Phytoplankton (eutrophication, biogeochemical) 
models are important tools for ecosystem research 
and management, but they generally have not been 
updated to include modern biology. Here, we present

a dynamic, mechanistic, molecular-level (i.e. gene, 
transcript, protein, metabolite) model of Anabaena –
nitrogen interaction. The model was developed using 
the pattern-oriented approach to model definition 
and parameterization of complex agent-based mod-

els. It simulates individual filaments, each with 
individual cells, each with genes that are expressed 
to yield transcripts and proteins. Cells metabolize 
various forms of N, grow and divide, and differentiate 
heterocysts when fixed N is depleted. The model

is informed by observations from 269 laboratory 
experiments from 55 papers published from 1942 to 
2014. Within this database, we identified 331 emerg-

ing patterns, and, excluding inconsistencies in 
observations, the model reproduces 94% of them. To 
explore a practical application, we used the model to 
simulate nutrient reduction scenarios for a hypotheti-

cal lake. For a 50% N only loading reduction, the 
model predicts that N fixation increases, but this 
fixed N does not compensate for the loading reduc-
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Model description

The model builds on recent reviews of N interaction and

heterocyst differentiation in Anabaena (Flores and Herrero,

2010; Kumar et al., 2010; Muro-Pastor and Hess, 2012),

previous molecular-level models of cyanobacteria (Hell-

weger, 2010), and models of Anabaena (Hellweger et al.,

2008) and phytoplankton N assimilation (Flynn et al.,

1997). An overview is presented in Fig. 1, and full details

are documented in the Supporting Information (SI). Follow-

ing previous molecular-level models, we use a lumped

approach, where a selected number of genes, proteins

and metabolite pools are considered (Castellanos et al.,

2004; Hellweger, 2013). For intracellular N, the model con-

siders nitrate (NO3), nitrite (NO2), ammonium (NH4), urea

(URE), glutamine (GLN), glutamate (GLU), labile N (LN)

and structural N (SN). NO3 and NO2 are taken up via the

nitrate transporter (NrtA). NO2 also diffuses across the

membrane. In the cell, NO3 is reduced to NO2 by nitrate

reductase (NarB), and NO2 is reduced to NH4 by nitrite

reductase (NirA). NH4 is taken up via the ammonia trans-

porter (Amt1). URE is taken up via the urea transporter

(UrtA) and hydrolyzed to NH4 by urease (UreA). In hetero-

cysts, dinitrogen gas (N2) is fixed and converted to NH4 by

nitrogenase (NifH), which is also exuded. NH4 and GLU

are converted to GLN by glutamine synthetase (GS,

GlnA), and GLN is converted to GLU by glutamate syn-

thase (GOGAT, GlsF). Glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH)

converts NH4 and 2-oxoglutarate (2OG) to GLU. GLN and

GLU are metabolized to LN and SN. LN is also degraded

back to GLN and GLU, so it serves as an N storage pool

(discussed further below). Besides these N species, the

model tracks P quota (QP), cell biomass (m) and 2OG.

Within each cell, the model solves differential mass bal-

ance equations for transcript, protein and metabolite

levels, using numerical solution methods (see Supporting

Information). Enzyme rates vary dynamically, based on a

number of factors. For example, the NifH rate is pro-

portional to the NifH enzyme level and modified using

Monod-type substrate limitation terms for N2 and light, and

product inhibited by intracellular NH4.

The N assimilation enzymes are controlled by a number

of regulatory proteins. NtcA binds to 2OG, and that com-

plex (NtcA:2OG) controls the expression of multiple genes.

The formation of the NtcA:2OG complex is a direct function

of the availability of N. For example, an increase in NH4

leads to an increase in GLN, which leads to an increase in

the GOGAT rate and a decrease in 2OG and NtcA:2OG.

GlnB (PII) also binds to 2OG and exerts post-translational

control over NrtA. Heterocyst differentiation is controlled by

HetR and PatS. HetR is activated when the cell is stressed

for N (sensed via NtcA:2OG). PatS is an inhibitor, which

diffuses from committed heterocysts to neighbouring cells

to repress their heterocyst differentiation process, so that

of the model and data availability (Grimm et al., 2005). 
However, it is clear that models presently lag behind obser-

vations, and that incorporating modern biology has the 
potential to improve them substantially.

Our long-term goal is to develop an ecosystem model 
based on modern biology and use it to support limnetic 
research and management. Here, we present one essen-

tial component of such a model, a mechanistic, molecular-

level model of Anabaena – nitrogen (N) interaction. 
Anabaena is an ecologically important (bloom-forming, 
toxin-producing) cyanobacterial genus that can fix N2 gas. 
From a modelling perspective, this is an interesting prob-

lem, because the process is incompatible with a major 
product of photosynthesis (oxygen). To overcome this, 
Anabaena has evolved to differentiate specialized cells 
(heterocysts), which are internally anoxic and fix N, and 
then pass this fixed N on to adjacent vegetative cells in the 
filament. Much is known about the mechanisms underlying 
heterocyst development and N interaction in Anabaena 
(Flores and Herrero, 2010; Kumar et al., 2010; Muro-

Pastor and Hess, 2012), which makes this model develop-

ment feasible.

The purpose of the model is to reproduce the observed 
complex behaviour of Anabaena – N interaction. For model 
development, we followed the pattern-oriented modelling 
(POM) approach, a general framework for designing mod-

els of complex systems (Grimm et al., 2005; Hellweger, 
2010; Koleva and Hellweger, 2015). In this case, the pro-

cess started with a conceptual diagram, including known 
components and structure of the N assimilation system in 
Anabaena [fig. 1 in ref. (Flores and Herrero, 1994)]. A liter-

ature review identified a number of observed emerging 
patterns that characterize relevant behaviour of Anabaena 
(e.g. an increase of nitrogenase activity when fixed N is 
removed). Then, the model structure (e.g. the form of an 
enzyme rate equation) and parameterization were modi-

fied to reproduce the observed patterns. This was done in 
a manual and iterative manner within the constraints of 
known mechanisms and parameter values in the literature 
(where available). At each step, the current version of the 
model is calibrated as well as possible to the observations. 
When there are patterns the model cannot reproduce, the 
model structure is modified, and the process is repeated. 
The result is a structurally realistic model, which produces 
emerging behaviour consistent with observations.

We present the model of N assimilation by Anabaena, 
the database used for model development and the model-

data comparison. This exercise shows that the model 
reproduces the majority of observed patterns, and often 
helps interpret observations. The model is then applied to 
a hypothetical lake to explore the efficacy of N reduction to 
control eutrophication, and it predicts that reducing N load-

ing can lead to substantial improvement in lake conditions.



heterocysts form at about 10 cell intervals. Supporting

Information Movie S1 follows a filament through NH4 to N-

fixing conditions and illustrates the heterocyst differentia-

tion process.

The model simulates individual cells that grow as a

function of temperature, light and intracellular N and P

content. They divide when they reach a threshold size,

and can die and lyse. Cells form filaments that also divide

(break up) once they reach a threshold cell number. Sev-

eral intracellular compounds can diffuse along the

filament. Figure 3C illustrates how heterocysts import

GLU, combine it with fixed NH4 to form GLN and export

GLN for a net export of N to vegetative cells. Filaments

and cells are simulated as agents, and extracellular com-

pounds are simulated as concentrations using an Eulerian

approach. The model simulates various types of reactors,

including batch, periodically-diluted batch, chemostat and

turbidostat.

Some of the key agent-based modelling concepts used

in the model are summarized here (see Supporting Infor-

mation for details). Agents interact directly (e.g. via

exchange of nutrients along the filament; Fig. 3C) and indi-

rectly (e.g. competition for extracellular nutrients). They

are simulated as super-individuals that represent a number

of real individuals. A multi-level agent-based approach is

used where a number of filament agents each include a

number of cell agents, so a filament can be considered a

‘collective’. The emergent properties include population

size and behaviour (see Fig. 2 for examples). Individuals

respond to their intracellular state and environmental con-

ditions by changing gene expression, enzyme velocity,

photosynthesis, etc. (see description of response to

increasing NH4 above). The cells themselves can be con-

sidered complex systems and their individual behaviour an

emergent property. Stochasticity is included in a number of

processes, including cell death, lysis and division.

Database and model application

The model development builds on a database of observa-

tions, compiled from a literature review on Anabaena – N

interaction. To keep the scope of the model development

and data comparison manageable, we only used observa-

tions from laboratory monoculture experiments with

wild-type cells under natural conditions. Therefore, field

observations, observations from mesocosms or laboratory

experiments with heterotrophs or other phytoplankton spe-

cies or mutant Anabaena (those that are designed to

behave differently) and/or metabolic inhibitors were not

included.

Each experiment in the database was simulated using

the model (i.e. repeated in silico). The model simulations

generally followed the experimental protocols, which can

be quite complex. For example, in one experiment (Ohmori

et al., 1977), cells were grown up in a high-nutrient medium

for 3–4 days, put into nutrient-free medium (0.5–1 h), NO3

was added and then NH4 (after 10 min). In some instan-

ces, important experimental details are documented

insufficiently. For example, although the light level is often

specified, cell density and reactor vessel shape (affecting

self-shading) are often omitted from experimental descrip-

tions. In those cases, adjustments were made to the

experimental protocols to obtain an optimum fit with the

observations. For example, in some cases, we adjusted

the reactor volume and depth to match the observations.

Full details of the model applications are presented in the

Supporting Information.

One model definition and parameterization is used for all

experiments, so the model does not resolve differences

Fig. 1. Model overview.

A. Cellular processes. Simplified representation, see Supporting Information for full details. Blue, grey and red symbols correspond to C, N

and P levels, white symbols are enzyme levels and yellow symbols are regulatory proteins.

B. Reactor/lake processes. Green and red cells are vegetative and heterocysts respectively. Grey symbols are extracellular concentrations.

All symbols defined in text.



between Anabaena strains. This approach necessitated

making an adjustment to the temperature in some cases.

For example, the model strain has an optimum tempera-

ture of 258C and does not grow well at 308C, which is the

temperature used for most experiments with Anabaena sp.

PCC 7120. Therefore, the temperature in those simula-

tions was adjusted to 258C to allow the model strain to

grow. Also, some of the discrepancy between the model

and data is possibly due to differences in strains. The

model can resolve differences between strains by using

different parameter values (e.g. higher optimal temperature

for PCC 7120), and future laboratory or field applications

may necessitate doing this.

The model definition and parameterization followed the

pattern-oriented modelling (POM) approach, which

involved explicitly identifying patterns in the observations

and determining if the model reproduces the patterns. Pat-

terns were defined as a relative change in some quantity,

and model performance was judged in a binary manner.

For example, the observations in Fig. 2G(a) show that the

N/P ratio does not change with growth rate, which is a pat-

tern that is not reproduced by the model. The observations

in Fig. 2C show that N assimilation is initially higher in het-

erocysts compared to vegetative cells, a pattern that is

reproduced by the model. The model skill is quantified as

the fraction of patterns it reproduces. See the Supporting

Information (Section S2.1.e) for additional discussion on

defining patterns and model performance metrics.

Results and discussion

Model-data comparison

To ensure that our model agents behave like real Ana-

baena cells, the model development built on relevant

observations from the literature. The objective was to con-

strain all of the pools and processes in Fig. 1. Our

Fig. 2. Comparison of model to data. Representative examples. All comparisons presented in Supporting Information. Symbols are observed
results from the literature and lines are model results (except for panel H, see legend).

A. Uptake of NO3 and NH4. Activation of NO3 uptake upon depletion of NH4.

B. Radioactive isotope tracing with 13NH4. Pulse-chase experiment.

C. Radioactive isotope tracing with 13N2. Labelling, 2 min. pulse. Radioactivity values normalized to average covered by data.

D. Changes in transcript levels following combined N removal. Values are relative, log10 of ratio to 24 h.

E. NifH level (enzyme activity, i.e. acetylene reduction) following combined N removal. NifH level is normalized to �40h.

F. Turbidostat culture with N2 as N source at different light intensities. Growth rate vs. light level.

G. N/P ratio for cells grown in P-limited chemostat without fixed N. (H) Heterocyst fraction for growth on various N sources.

Data sources: (A) (Ohmori et al., 1977), (B) (Meeks et al., 1977), (C) (Wolk et al., 1974), (D) (Ehira et al., 2003), (E) (a) (Rowell et al., 1977)

(b) (Orr and Haselkorn, 1982), (F) (Lee and Rhee, 1999), (G) (a) (Rhee and Lederman, 1983) (b) (Layzell et al., 1985), (H) Various, see

Supporting Information.



database is quite extensive, encompassing 269 experi-

ments from 55 papers published from 1942 to 2014.

A substantial amount of research has been done on N fixa-

tion by Anabaena, so there are many papers to help

constrain that process. Our database does not include

observations for intracellular NO3, NO2 and URE concen-

trations, so there is considerable uncertainty in those

model predictions. On average, there are observations

from eight papers available to constrain each pool or pro-

cess (see Supporting Information Fig. S9).

The presentation and discussion of the full model-data

comparison for all of the 55 papers are necessarily

included in the Supporting Information (Section S2). Here,

we present and discuss in some detail a potpourri of

selected representative samples (�5% of the entire data-

base) (Fig. 2), followed by an overview of the results for

the entire database. When cells are incubated with NO3

and NH4, they take up NH4 (their preferred N source) first

and only assimilate NO3 when NH4 is depleted (Ohmori

et al., 1977) (Fig. 2A). The model reproduces this pattern,

although it initiates NO3 uptake somewhat prematurely

(prior to complete NH4 depletion) and underestimates the

observed rate slightly. When cells are exposed to a short

pulse of 13NH4, the radioactivity is observed first in GLN-

amide, followed by GLU, GLN-amine and then other com-

ponents (Meeks et al., 1977) (Fig. 2B). The model

reproduces this pattern, but it underestimates GLU metab-

olism (GLU> other) between 20 and 100 s. For N-fixing

cells incubated with 13N2, the radioactivity is initially higher

in heterocysts and relatively uniform in the vegetative cells

(Wolk et al., 1974) (Fig. 2C). The model reproduces this

pattern, but underestimates the difference between the

heterocysts and vegetative cells. When cells are grown on

fixed N and then transferred to media without fixed N, they

differentiate heterocysts, and nifH expression increases

after about 24 h (Ehira et al., 2003) (Fig. 2D). The model

reproduces this pattern. The nitrogenase activity also

increases after about 24 h, but a slight temporary overex-

pression is observed in two different papers (Rowell et al.,

1977; Orr and Haselkorn, 1982), a pattern that is repro-

duced by the model (Fig. 2E, see discussion below). The

growth rate is a function of light level, with limitation and

inhibition regions (Lee and Rhee, 1999) (Fig. 2F). The

model reproduces this pattern. When cells are grown in P-

limited chemostats without fixed N, the observed N/P ratio

in two papers is different (Fig. 2G). One study observed a

relatively constant N/P ratio with growth rate, suggesting

that the cells only fix enough N to support the present

growth rate (Rhee and Lederman, 1983). However,

another study found that the N/P ratio decreases with

growth rate, suggesting that cells fix more N2 than they

need at the lower growth rates (Layzell et al., 1985). The

cause of the discrepancy in the observations is unclear,

and the model only reproduces one of these patterns.

A summary of observations from eight papers shows that 
heterocysts are generally absent for cells grown on 
NH4, present at a low level for NO3 and higher for N2 
(Fig. 2H). The model agrees reasonably well 
with these observations.

These and the other experimental observations in 
the database (see Supporting Information) were 
instrumental in building an understanding of the Anabaena 
N assimila-tion system through the � 75 year history of 
research on this subject. Here, they are used to inform 
the structure and parameterization of the model. For 
example, the results of the isotope tracing experiment in 
Fig. 2B estab-lished the GS/GOGAT cycle as a major 
component of the N assimilation system, which 
influenced the pools and processes included in the 
model (Fig. 1A). Also, the rate of decrease of 13N in GLU 
put quantitative constraints on the size of that pool. The 
shape of the growth rate vs. light curve (Fig. 2F) 
controlled the form (Haldane function) and 
parameterization of the underlying photosynthesis vs. 
light equation. The observed preference of NH4 over 
NO3 and the rates of uptake (Fig. 2A) put constraints on 
the N con-trol system (i.e. the parameter controlling 
activation of nrtA expression by NtcA:2OG). An additional 
and more severe constraint was added by the 
interdependence of the pat-terns. It is relatively 
straightforward to adjust the model parameters to 
reproduce patterns in isolation. However, reproducing 
multiple patterns using the same model and 
parameterization is more difficult and the ability of 
the model to do this is support for its ‘structural 
realism’ (Grimm et al., 2005).

The agreement between the model and observations 
is not perfect, but the model reproduces most of the 
patterns shown in Fig. 2. For the entire database of 55 
papers, we identified 331 patterns, and the model 
reproduces 82% of them. The majority of mismatches 
involve inconsistencies in the observations. One 
example is the N/P ratio in Fig. 2G, where two similar 
experiments produced different patterns. Another 
example is an observation of substantial NH4 exudation 
and accumulation in the medium for N2-fixing cells 
(Subramanian and Shanmugasundaram, 1986), which 
is not common for uninduced (i.e. vs. GS blocked) 
conditions (Ramos et al., 1984). Note that the model 
does include exudation of NH4 by heterocysts, based 
on (Paerl, 1984), but the NH4 is quickly assimilated by 
the vegetative cells and does not reach appreciable 
extracellular concentrations. Several mismatches are 
for experiments that showed no heterocysts or related 
param-eters (NifH level, N fixation rate) in the presence 
of NO3. These observations vary considerably (Fig. 
2H). In the model, heterocyst differentiation can be 
prevented simply by adjusting a parameter, but then the 
model would not match the observations where 
heterocysts are formed. Many mismatches are related to 
the changes of transcript levels when fixed N is 
removed. These observations are



The model can be used to quantitatively analyze obser-

vations and provide insights into the underlying

mechanisms. For example, the model provides evidence

for the existence of an N storage pool. Specifically, experi-

ments with N2 isotopes show that the isotope level is

initially higher in heterocysts and then higher in vegetative

cells (Wolk et al., 1974; Popa et al., 2007) (Figs. 3A&B).

This pattern can be explained qualitatively. Early on, the

isotope level in heterocysts is higher because this is where

N is fixed. Later, the pattern reverses because vegetative

cells grow and assimilate the isotope into their biomass,

whereas heterocysts do not grow. An earlier version of the

model did not include a labile N pool (see LN in Fig. 1).

When that model was applied to these experiments, it

underestimated heterocyst isotope levels for all experi-

ments (Fig. 3A&B, red lines). That is because the isotope

in heterocysts was limited to the GLN and GLU pools,

which are relatively small, consistent with observations

[e.g. (Rowell et al., 1977), see Supporting Information].

The model application showed that the higher isotope lev-

els in heterocysts cannot be due to storage in GLN and

GLU pools, which pointed to the existence of a storage

reservoir. By including the LN pool, the model can repro-

duce the observed patterns (Fig. 3A&B, blue lines).

Recent observations of N storage in cyanophycin granules

in Anabaena heterocysts (Burnat et al., 2014) are consist-

ent with this finding. Other models also suggest a role for

storage in timing of heterocyst development (Brown and

Rutenberg, 2014). Figure 3C shows N fluxes in hetero-

cysts and adjacent vegetative cells. In heterocysts, the net

flux into the LN pool is negligible, but there is substantial

exchange with the GLN and GLU pools.

A practical application of the model

Finally, we use the model to explore an ecologically-

relevant question. The efficacy of N reduction to control

lake eutrophication has been the subject of considerable

debate (Schindler et al., 2008; Paerl et al., 2011). One

argument is that reducing N input will not reduce primary

productivity because cyanobacteria can simply turn on N

fixation, which compensates for the reduction. The other

argument is that N reduction will decrease productivity,

because N fixation is a metabolically expensive process

and is controlled by multiple environmental factors

(besides P availability), including light and iron limitation,

turbulence and ambient supersaturated dissolved oxygen

concentrations that commonly occur in dense surface

blooms (Moisander et al., 2002; Paerl, 2009). Our model

constitutes a unique opportunity to explore this question

because it includes many of the mechanisms underlying

growth on fixed and N2 gas. We simulated a population of

Anabaena cells in a hypothetical lake with PO4 and NH4 in

the inflow, subject to a number of nutrient reduction

noisy and often show inconsistent patterns (except for 
nifH). For example, when fixed N is removed, one paper 
observed little change in expression of glnA and gdhA, and  
another found almost an order of magnitude up- and 
down-regulation respectively (Ehira and Ohmori, 2006; 
Flaherty et al., 2011). We cannot explain these inconsis-

tencies, but presumably they are due to differences in 
strain, growth or experimental conditions, which are not 
considered in the present version of the model. If mis-

matches with inconsistent observations are removed, the 
model reproduces 94% of the observed patterns. The 
remaining mismatches highlight shortcomings in the 
model. For example, one observation showed that the frac-

tion of dead vegetative cells is higher for growth on N2 vs. 
NO3 (Lee and Rhee, 1997). The authors of that paper sug-

gest some mechanisms, such as the availability of 
reducing power for different conditions. The model does 
not resolve these mechanisms, so it cannot reproduce this 
pattern. This is an area of future research for the model.

The model was designed to be consistent with observed 
patterns, and the model-data comparison summarized 
above confirms that it behaves as designed (94% of the 
time). This comparison is important, because it is based 
on emerging behaviours of the model, not imposed rules 
(Grimm et al., 2005; Hellweger, 2010; Koleva and Hell-

weger, 2015). For example, the heterocyst fraction is not 
imposed using a function that relates the number of heter-

ocysts to the nutrient type, but it emerges from the 
complex interactions of the intracellular N assimilation 
system.

Using the model to interpret and analyze observations

The model helps interpret observations from experiments. 
For example, the nitrogenase level increases after about 
24 h when cells are grown on fixed N and transferred to 
fixed N-free medium. Two papers show this pattern (Rowell 
et al., 1977; Orr and Haselkorn, 1982) (Fig. 2E), and both 
suggest a slight temporary overexpression (overshoot) of 
nitrogenase. Neither of the authors of the original papers 
discuss this pattern, possibly because, in isolation, it is not 
clear if the pattern is due to experimental variability. How-

ever, the consistency among observations and the 
agreement with the model suggests that the pattern may 
reflect a real mechanism. In the model, this overshoot is a 
result of the time-delay between initiation of heterocyst dif-

ferentiation and N fixation. Even while sufficient 
heterocysts are under development, the cells remain N 
stressed and continue to initiate heterocyst differentiation 
above the level required for these conditions. Other pat-

terns that the model helped interpret include an initial 
decrease in N quota when light is turned on and a delay of 
NO3 uptake by NH4 and N2 grown cells (see Supporting 
Information).



scenarios, including 50% of P only, N only and N&P load-

ing (Fig. 4). The P only reduction results in an

approximately proportional decrease in chlorophyll a. For

the N only scenario, the model predicts that N2 transcript

and protein levels, heterocysts and N2 fixation increases

following the reduction. However, the chlorophyll a concen-

tration also decreases substantially, in this case by 33%.

This scenario reflects the long-term field experiment con-

ducted with Lake 227. Observations of chlorophyll a from

this experiment are available, but the response due to the

loading reduction is subject to debate (Scott and McCarthy,

2011). Previous phytoplankton models typically simulate

N2 fixation in a simplified manner by eliminating N-

limitation for species capable of N2 fixation (Wool et al.,

2013; Park and Clough, 2014), and they would not predict

a decrease in biomass for this scenario. The largest effect

is predicted for the dual P and N reduction; reducing N

along with P results in an added 8% reduction. These pre-

dictions are a function of the lake properties (residence

time, temperature, light and nutrient inflow concentrations),

and the model does not account for other possible limiting

factors that may occur in the field, such as turbulence and

vertical mixing or the availability of trace nutrients (e.g.

iron) and ambient dissolved oxygen concentrations, or the

presence of non-fixing phytoplankton (Paerl, 2009). There-

fore, this result should not be taken to apply uniformly

across all lakes. However, our model suggests that sub-

stantial reduction in phytoplankton biomass can be

obtained by reducing N alone or along with P.

Summary and outlook

We developed a dynamic, mechanistic, molecular-level

model of Anabaena focusing on N interaction. The model

Fig. 3. Effect of N storage.

A&B. Distribution of N isotopes along the

filament. Symbols are data from (Wolk

et al., 1974) and (Popa et al., 2007). Lines

are model results from full model

(Storage) and model without labile N (LN)

(No storage). In panel A, values are

average 13N levels vs. distance from

heterocyst. In panel B, 15N in a single

filament is shown. Symbols mark the

position of mature heterocyst (mH) and

initiated heterocyst (iH). APE, atom

percent enrichment.

C. N fluxes for growth on N2. Fluxes are

in pmolN/cell/d. For fluxes between GLN/

GLU and LN, the gross forward and

backward (in ‘[]’) fluxes are shown. See

also Supporting Information Fig. S7.



was based on our current (although still simplified) under-

standing of the underlying processes, and informed and

constrained by a database of observations from 55 differ-

ent papers. Omitting inconsistencies in the observations,

the model reproduces 94% of the 331 emerging patterns

identified within these observations. The model helped to

interpret some of the observations and was used to

explore a practical question related to lake nutrient

management.

There are a number of opportunities to improve the pres-

ent model. It would be useful to validate the model by

applying it, without any changes to the structure or param-

eters, to an independent database of experiments (we

provide such a dataset in Supporting Information Section

S2.65). The present model increases mechanistic detail

and realism compared to previous models. However, it is

still simple considering the present knowledge of Ana-

baena, and future work may increase the details of some

features. For example, the N storage mechanism could be

represented in more detail by breaking up or ‘de-lumping’

(Castellanos et al., 2004; Hellweger, 2013) the existing

labile N (LN) pool into cyanophycin, b-aspartyl-arginine,

aspartate and arginine, and adding corresponding

enzymes and fluxes, like the all3922-encoded isoaspartyl

dipeptidase (Burnat et al., 2014). We only model a small

subset of genes, but the model can be extended to the

genome scale, for which observations are available

(Flaherty et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013). This extension

could be done by adopting existing metabolic flux bal-

ance models (Nogales et al., 2012) or proceeding in a

more step-wise manner by ‘de-lumping’ several compo-

nents (e.g. the nitrogenase complex). The database of

observations also can be expanded. In this study, we

restricted the model-data comparison to wild-type cells

under natural conditions (i.e. those that may be encoun-

tered by the cells in the natural environment). However,

laboratory experiments with inhibitors and mutant

strains have been instrumental in increasing under-

standing of the mechanisms underlying N assimilation

(Risser and Callahan, 2009; Burnat et al., 2014). Those

experiments can be used to further constrain the model

(Hellweger, 2010, 2013).

A natural next step is to simulate a field population of

Anabaena in a (real) lake. Field-scale Anabaena and

agent-based phytoplankton models presented previously

(Lewis et al., 2004; Hellweger et al., 2008; Bucci et al.,

2012) can be merged with the present model. The result-

ing model could predict dynamic gene, transcript, protein

and metabolite levels (see Fig. 4) at the population and

single-cell level, which can be compared with observations

(Musat et al., 2008; Oh et al., 2011; Vila-Costa et al., 2013;

Hanson et al., 2014) in the same manner as for the labora-

tory experiments (Fig. 2). The ability of the model to

reproduce the observed behaviour of Anabaena in the

Fig. 4. Simulation of nutrient reduction scenarios in a hypothetical
lake.

A. Inflow nutrient concentrations (i.e. loads).

B. nifH gene copies.

C. nifH transcript level (units are nifH transcripts per million total

transcripts).

D. NifH protein copies.

E. NifH rate (mmolN2/l/d).

F. Glutamate.

G. Heterocyst fraction.

H. Chlorophyll a concentration.



laboratory suggests the model cells will behave like real

Anabaena cells in the field. Then, the model can be

expanded to other species and processes. Application to

other filamentous, N2-fixing species, like Aphanizomenon

and Nodularia, would be straightforward and may only

require recalibration of the parameters. The model can

also be applied to non-N2-fixing species, like Microcystis,

by knocking out nifH and related genes and recalibrating

the parameters. Simulating toxin production would require

adding additional genes and reactions, but the process is

linked to N metabolism (Davis et al., 2015), so the existing

model already includes many related pieces (e.g. NtcA

regulation). It remains to be determined if such a model

will be feasible to set up for a real system and if it will pro-

vide better predictions than a simpler model. However, if

that is the case, it will contribute significantly to research

and management of lakes, such as Erie and Taihu.

This model summarizes the Anabaena – N interaction

literature. As the amount of information on this subject

grows, the format and size of a traditional review paper

cannot capture the whole body of knowledge. Using a

model constitutes a viable strategy to continue to summa-

rize information at the system level. Advantages to this

approach are summarizing observations in a quantitative

manner and to aid in the translation of the knowledge. For

example, managers can make use of this information by

integrating this model into whole-lake ecosystem models.

The (cyber-)infrastructure to support sharing such a model

is increasingly available. This science approach is already

being applied for other complex systems, such as in cli-

mate science, where models frequently are at the centre

the discussion, driving data collection efforts to improve

the model and using the model to make predictions.
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